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Abstract: Dialogues and interlocutions in Arabic alchemical writings have

already attracted the attention of several researchers. These previous studies

mainly focused on dialogues composed in the classical form of alchemical

writings, which are interlocutions between a master of alchemy and his disciple.
The teaching dialogue between Zosimos and his disciple Theosebeia in the

Mushaf al-suwar ("The Book of Pictures") can be regarded as one of the most
influential examples. This paper focuses instead on the diversity of interlocutions
that appear in alchemical writings with regard to their literary construction as

well as their characters and what they represent. For this research, extracts
from different alchemical writings will serve as examples: Mufäkharat al-ahjär
("The Boasting of Stones") and an excerpt from Kitäb al-Rawda ("The Book of the

Garden"), both attributed in the manuscripts to the Andalusian mathematician
Maslama al-Majrltl, in addition to an excerpt from Kitäb al-Aqällm al-sab 'a ("The
Book of the Seven Climes") ascribed to al-SimäwI, and a poem of seventy verses -
al-Qaslda al-sab'ïniyya - by an unknown author. This paper aims to explore
how Arabic-writing alchemists made use of a versatile repertoire of literary and
didactic methods to transfer their knowledge of alchemy to the subsequent
generations.

Keywords: alchemical interlocutions, anthropomorphic characters, Arabic literary
debate, Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubi, philosopher's stone

1 Introduction
And you, o lead, exceeded your limit and exaggerated what you were saying. You are not
as you praise yourself and dispraise others. Don't you know yourself? You are black in
your appearance, cold and dry in the nature of death; as soon as fire catches you, it burns
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your body so that you become yellow earth and decay enters you and it alters your nature.
The vinegar too, which is not as warm as the heat of fire, burns your body and crumbles it.1

This is the response of copper to hearing lead praise itself and claiming to be

the noblest of all stones. The quote is extracted from the book Mufäkharat al-ahjär
(The Boasting of Stones), which is an alchemical treatise written in the form of the

Arabic prose dispute (munäzara). The author introduces his views on minerals and

the philosopher's stone by writing: "I will express this [knowledge about chemical
matter] in the tongues of all stones themselves; [...] that it may be closer to the

understanding of the listener ,"2 He uses the method of a verbal dispute between

multiple personified chemical substances and allegories of different stages in the

process of synthesising gold to transmit his knowledge about minerals and

alchemy. Through this didactic method, the author offers the students of alchemy
an alternative and emotive way to learn and remember alchemical facts.

Until now, very few studies have focused on dialogues appearing in Arabic
alchemical writings, the most important of which was written by Regula Forster.3

Forster points out the inaccuracy of the popular view that dialogues had

an insignificant role in classical Islamic writings.4 She proved with her study,
Wissensvermittlung im Gespräch (Knowledge transfer through dialogue), that
interlocutions are not only used in religious treatises of the Islamicate world to
transfer knowledge, but also in scientific works, and especially in alchemical

writings. In another study, The Transmission of Secret Knowledge, Forster
demonstrates that dialogues were considered useful literary instruments in classical
Arabic alchemical writings and were often utilised by alchemists to present their
theories.5 Furthermore, Forster states that the interlocution between master and

pupil was regarded as the ideal way to transmit alchemical knowledge and to
understand the enigmatic books of alchemists. This is likely the reason alchemists

often used dialogues in their writings.6

In this paper I aim to contribute to the research of interlocutions in Arabic
alchemical writings by focusing on the diversity of alchemical dialogues. To this

1 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. lia:
ULiiaj î jxl Lai t " 1 a a3j tikaflj 4j La£ CLùl Laj ' k j UlflA. CjjjLaü A a_l tgjl Cojij

jà. Uljj jj aj Ula ' aa J'ûli ULlj ^all A * ij H -jd lall J^jjjî dili j
J aAaxaa. jllil Jül jA, (Jidl Lwajîj .dfûuda (je. Jj^ j jl âll -ijir

2 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 5b:

e_)jâî Uilj [. .] ' &^ ji •> -> A (jUd ^ylc. A1*â.ÎJ

3 Forster 2016b; Forster 2017. Another study on dialogues in Arabie alchemical writings was
conducted by Müller 2012.

4 Forster 2017:1.

5 Forster 2016b: 400.

6 Forster 2016b: 401.
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end I will closely examine four separate interlocutions that differ in regard to their
characters and literary constructions. This will shed light on the text types, the

literary framing of the dialogues, the interlocuters and their relationships to one

another, as well as their alchemical meanings.
The first dialogue of this analysis occurs in the previously mentioned book,

Mufäkharat al-ahjär, which belongs to the genre of Arabic literary debate. It
contains a dialogic combat between multiple anthropomorphic characters who

represent different alchemical substances. The second interlocution, written in
prose, is extracted from a chapter ofKitäb al-Rawda which I should call The Tale of
the Sage in the Cave of the Jinn. This interlocution takes place between a sage and
several characters who represent different components of the philosopher's stone
and stages of its transmutation. According to manuscripts and testimonials of
both books, Mufäkhara and Kitâb al-Rawda were written by the famous Andalu-
sian mathematician and astronomer Maslama al-Majriti, who died around the year
398/1007.7 The other two interlocutions are extracted from alchemical manuscripts

preserved at the Gotha Research Library. The first dialogue from those

manuscripts considered in this analysis is from Kitâb al-Aqâlïm al-sab'a ("The
Book of the Seven Climes") - a compilation attributed to Abü 1-Qäsim al-'Iraqi,
usually referred to as al-Sîmâwï, which is written in rhymed prose (saj'). The

second dialogue is from a poem, al-Qaslda al-sab'iniyya ("Poem of Seventy
Verses") by an anonymous author, which contains a dialogue between a master of
alchemy and what appears to be a gazelle (zabya).

2 The boasting of stones

The only extant manuscript of Mufäkharat al-ahjär8 is preserved at the Süleyma-

niye Library.9 It had previously been donated to a library in Baghdad by 'Abd al-

Wahhäb b. 'Abd al-Ma'bad al-Düri, according to a note on the reverse side of the

flyleaf from 10th Rajab 1322/19th September 1904. The folios on which the text itself
is written are older than the flyleaf. The copyist attributed Mufäkhara to Maslama

al-Majriti. This mathematician and astronomer has been credited for many other
occult works, such as Rutbat al-hakim ("The Rank of the Sage") or Ghäyat al-hakim

7 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237; Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505; Cairo, Dar al-

Kutub, 45727; Yazd, Vaziri Yazd Library, 154 (g 8 s).

8 Fuat Sezgin refers to the book under the title of Mufäkharat al-ahjär, Sezgin 1971: 298, but the

most accurate title is Mufäkharat al-ahjär, as mentioned in the codex unicum, Istanbul,
Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. lb.
9 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237.
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("The Aim of the Sage"),10 but since Maribel Fierro published her study Bätinism in

al-Andalus,11 the traditionalist Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubl (d. 353/964) has

generally been considered the author of these important works.12 However, it is not
clear whether Mufäkhara was penned by the same author as Rutba and Ghäya. This

is because Mufäkhara contains a quote from the famous late 'Abbäsid poet and

prose author Abü l-'Alä' Ahmad b. 'Abd Alläh b. Sulaymân al-Ma'arri (d. 449/
1058), who is mentioned by the author of Mufäkhara as Abü l-'Alâ' b. Sulaymân.13

Al-Ma'arri is the author of the fairly influential work Risälat al-Ghufrân ("The

Epistle of Forgiveness"), and was born after the death of Maslama b. Qäsim al-

Qurtubi in 363/973.14 If this is not an interpolation, then Mufäkhara was written
after the end of the 4th/10th century. The flyleaf also contains a note, according to
which the alchemist 'Ali b. Sa'ad al-Ansârï (fl. 8th/14th century)15 attributed

Mufäkhara in his book, Fath al-wasid fi tathir al-hadid ("Opening of the Barrier on
Cleansing Iron"), to Maslama al-Majriti.16 Therefore, Mufäkhara must have been

composed before the end of the 8th/14th century.
A second attestation of a section of Mufäkhara is found in Nihäyat al-talab ft

sharh al-Muktasab ("The Ultimate Pursuit in the Commentary on the Acquired") by
Aydamir al-Jildak! (fl. 8th/14th century).17 This testimonial provides us with further

insights on Mufäkhara. Al-Jildaki mentions that he took an extract from Kitäb

al-Ahjär ("The Book of Stones") by Maslama al-Majriti. This extract contains the

same alchemical knowledge as the corresponding section of Mufäkhara,18 but
unlike the latter, it does not impart this through a dialogue of multiple characters.

Therefore, it remains unclear whether Mufäkhara is a rewriting of Kitäb al-Ahjär in
the form of an Arabic literary (munäzara) debate by a later author. A further reason
for dating Mufäkharat al-ahjâr later than the 4th/10th century is that munäzarät -

10 Sezgin 1971: 298.

11 Fierro 1996: 97-102.
12 See, for example, Madelung 2017: 119. This theory is especially supported by Godefroid de

Callatay and Sebastien Moureau, Callatay 2013: 315-316; Callatay/Moureau 2015: 392-394; Call-

atay/Moureau 2016:330-336, whereas Richard Todd considers Fierro's argument less convincing,
Todd 2016:127, fn. 55.

13 Istanbul, Stileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 36a: "O, how bizarre it is, that the good is often

regarded as something inferior; o, what a pity it is that the inferior often seems to be something

good." (J^aâjll lixul Ijj — QUaall ^ [I j->r. ^ }~>r- Ijji
14 Smoor 1986: 927, 933.

15 Kahhäla 1957: 98b.

16 Unfortunately, I was unable to verify this note in the book of 'Ali b. Sa'ad al-Ansäri myself.

17 Berlin, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Landberg 350 (Ahlwardt 4184), fol. 127a-129b.

18 Istanbul, Stileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 12a, 15b, 16a, 20b, 21a.
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the literary genre to which it belongs - with didactic function19 and minerals as

participants are more typical of writings post-dating the 6th/12th century.20

With regard to other books with the title Kitäb al-ajhär attributed to Maslama

al-Majrlti, Manfred Ullmann mentions that the Bodleian Library preserves a five-

page fragment of a Kitäb al-Ahjär,21 but this fragment22 does not correspond to the

section which al-Jildaki quoted. This Kitäb al-Ahjär is not an alchemical work, but
rather a book on stones in a classical sense, as it describes different kinds of stones

and their sympathetic qualities. The section quoted by al-Jildaki and Mufâkhara as

a whole, however, are clearly linked to alchemy. Fuat Sezgin mentioned a third
manuscript entitled Kitäb fi 'Ilm al-ahjär wa-tadbirihä ("The Book of the Science of
the Stones and their Process")23 and raised the question of whether the fragment
from the Bodleian Library is from Mufâkhara or from Kitäb fi 'Ilm al-ahjär.24

However, it seems that the fragment does not correspond to Kitäb fi 'Ilm al-ahjär
either, as it contains recipes for transforming common stones into gemstones. Only
after the discovery of more testimonials of these books will more clarity be given
about the links between Mufäkharat al-ahjär, Kitäb al-Ahjär, and Kitäb fi 'Ilm al-

ahjär.
The term mufâkhara, which appears in the title of the book, Mufäkharat al-

ahjär, is the verbal noun of the verb fäkhara which has a reflexive as well as an
active meaning: to praise oneself or to contest for precedence and glory.25 The term
mufâkhara as self-praise appears in the earliest Arabic poetry and was practiced by
warriors in battle to impress or frighten their opponents by presenting their
strengths and power. Later, mufâkhara became an important part of the majority of
the classical Arabic qasä'id.26 Mufâkhara as a contest for precedence and glory was

performed by Arabs in the periods prior to Islam and was a combat for glory
between groups, tribes, clans, etc. Within a mufâkhara, the poet or spokesman of a

party boasted everything that confirmed the power and honour of his people while
defaming their opponents.27 After the spread of Islam, the Arabs continued to

19 Wagner 1962:456. For more information on the didactic function ofMufâkhara, see page 460 of
the present work. Van Gelder names an earlier munäzara - Salwat al-hanf bi-munäzarat al-rabV

wa-1-kharîf (The Friend's Comfort: On the Disputation of Spring and Autumn) - as an example for
the didactic function of this genre, but this munäzara was also composed after the 4th/10th
century, van Gelder 2020a. See also van Gelder 2020b: 180.

20 Wagner 1962: 454-456.
21 Ullmann 1972:122.

22 Oxford, Bodleian Library, Marsh 452, fol. 60b-63a.
23 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Vehbi 2272, fol. 36a-42a.

24 Sezgin 1971: 298.

25 Wagner/Farès 1993: 308b.

26 Wagner/Farès 1993: 309a.

27 Wagner/Farès 1993: 309b.
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practice mufäkharät, even in front of caliphs, but in general the mufäkhara lost its
importance.28

In the book Mufäkharat al-ahjär, a verbal dispute between several stones
or alchemical substances takes place, just like the mufäkharät between the
Arabs in the days prior to Islam. It should be noted that the word mufäkhara is

also a term for munäzara or muhäwara, the Arabic literary debate or dispute
poem.29 The munäzara is a literary genre that includes humans, anthropo-
morphs, or animals competing verbally for glory by presenting their own
strengths and exposing the weaknesses of others.30 It is highly likely that this
genre of Arabic texts existed since the mid to late 3rd/9th century, becoming
fully developed by the 4th/10th century.31 Despite the existence of literary
debates in other and previous cultures and languages like Sumerian and
Akkadian,32 Ewald Wagner holds the view that the munäzara developed
autochthonously in the Arab world. One reason for his point of view is that
self-praise, which is an essential part of all munäzarät, had been performed in
Arabic poetry since its earliest times,33 as demonstrated above. Geert Jan van
Gelder, however, points to the improbability that the literary debate of
previous cultures of the Middle East did not have any impact on the development
of the Arabic munäzara.34

Mufäkharat al-ahjär also belongs to the Arabic munäzara, and encompasses a

dispute between 27 anthropomorphic characters. These include metals, stones,

animals, and organic matter, each of which claims to be the philosopher's stone.
This discordance is a result of Hellenistic alchemists claiming different types of
matter to be the philosopher's stone.35 The author mentions in the prologue that
each of the previous alchemists spoke about a different substance when referring
to the philosopher's stone to obscure the content of alchemy from dishonourable

28 Wagner/Farès 1993: 310a.

29 Wagner 1962: 442. The term munäzara is also used for theological disputation, which is why
Regula Forster suggests the use of the term mufäkhara for Arabic literary debate instead of
munäzara in order to differentiate it from the former, Forster 2017:13.

30 Wagner 1962: 437.

31 Van Gelder 1987: 330; Mattock 1991:156.

32 See for example, Jiménez/Mittermayer 2020, especially the contributions from pages 11-159;

Jiménez 2017; Reinink/Vanstiphout 1991, especially the contributions from pages 7-152.

33 Wagner 1962: 442, 468.

34 Van Gelder 1987: 329-335.

35 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 5a-5b.
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persons.36 To find a solution to their quarrel, the stones ask the corundum - a

ruby37 - to assume the office of judge, and to rule on which of them is the

philosopher's stone. After begrudgingly accepting this position, the corundum invites
all stones and substances to present their opinions in four trials within a majlis - an

assembly hall or a court. Firstly, the corundum allows the seven stones to speak,

which are assigned to the seven planets. These are the metals lead (Saturn), tin
(Jupiter), iron (Mars), copper (Venus), gold (Sun) and silver (Moon) as well as

mercury (Mercury),38 which, according to the predominant alchemical classification

of minerals, is a spirit39 rather than a metal.40

Aside from gold and silver, each of the seven stones or metals presents its own
benefits and the negative characteristics of its opponents.41 This is demonstrated in
the dispute between lead and copper:

I [lead] am the first of the stones and their master, because I am attributed to Saturn. It is the first
of the planets, the smallest in substance, the largest in body, and the highest in sphere. I am the

ruler over all that is beneath me. Even the Sun, chief of the planets, is afraid of me. When I

approach it, fear takes hold of it. Likewise, gold - Lord and King of the Stones, and they desire of
being like it - if it smells my odour it moulders, becomes dry, busts and breaks. [...] I am the

brother of gold. If my outside appearance is cold and dry, my inside is warm and moist.42

Through the exchange of blows between lead and copper, the author conveys
alchemical information: lead is attributed to Saturn and has the qualities of
dryness and coldness in its external appearance, but internal moisture and warmth.
Lead's assertion that it crushes gold might be alluding to the fact that it pollutes
gold, whereas the description of lead being the brother of gold refers to the
similarities between gold and lead, such as their softness. Furthermore, lead is cold and

dry whereas gold is warm and moist. According to the theories of Arabic-writing
alchemists, each metal displays two exterior qualities that contradict its interior

36 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 5a-5b.

37 A ruby is a variety of the mineral corundum. Encyclopaedia Britannica 2020: Ruby.

38 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 5b-7b.
39 The spirits are, according to the Jäbirian corpus, those substances which volatilise completely
in fire. Kraus 1942:18.

40 See for example the alchemical classification of minerals by al-Räzl, Al-Räzi's Buch Geheimnis

der Geheimnisse [i.e. Kitäb al-asrär, not Sirr al-asrär]: 84-85 or Jäbir b. Hayyän, Kitäb Ikhräj: 61.

41 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 7b-24b.
42 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 10a:

Jb ^£1 j I^)A_jä. Ia j* .-li jAj La Jji J&J ''-A 7. 'J j'1 Aa.Vi (Jjli lii j
(jj o""1' La il£iä IaIAC-ÎJ L«_)A.

^ iV 7'i U-jl j ilg^laj Jluj jä ^Lil C-lA^l! löl IgjS ^1 Ijj tlij >c5la

(jj^üllj o^)Alla VlS (jlj a—lA^H Lji .[...] J. '5'i j lijj duü tAÜLa jî
.a_daj jIa. ^ TiLI
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qualities.43 Therefore, lead is gold on the inside. The answer of copper, which is

quoted in the introduction of this paper, gives further information about lead. The

yellow earth, for example, stands for massicot / lead(II) oxide, which results from
the burning of lead. Moreover, lead chemically reacts to vinegar, creating lead

acetate.

Information about chemical substances is not the only type of knowledge
conveyed through the competition between the metals. The work also contains the
author's cosmological and cosmogonie beliefs. The corundum passes a judgement
after all of the metals and mercury have spoken their opinions, concluding that
gold, silver and lead are the most important stones,44 but it also concedes the

important roles of the other participants in the first trial for the alchemical
operation.45

The second part of the competition takes place between the spirits (arwäh)
such as sulphur, arsenic, ammonium chloride / sal ammoniac and some bodies

(iajsäm) like magnesia, soda and talcum. The spirits are the dyeing substances,

according to Hellenistic alchemy.46 While the first competition paid particular
attention to metals and cosmology, the second is dedicated to the sins of man and
his torture in hellfire.47 Focus on sins and redemption in an alchemical treatise is

not a rarity: according to Sheppard, the redemption theme can be traced back to
Hellenistic alchemy and is most probably a result of the influence of Gnosticism

during the its formation.48 Be that as it may, the corundum decides that

sulphur and arsenic are more honourable than the other participants of the second
trial.49

The third dispute takes place between hair and four bodily fluids: blood,

sperm, urine and bile. However, in this case, the corundum judges that none of
them are relevant to the formation of the philosopher's stone. In justifying this

judgement, it explains among other reasons that a human must conduct religious
cleansing50 after the fluids leave the body. This shows that the author does not
regard organic matter as important for the generation of the philosopher's stone.51

43 Jâbir b. Hayyän, Kitäb al-Sab'ïn: 465-470.

44 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 24b.

45 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 22b-23a.

46 Zosimos, The Keys of the Work: 75.

47 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 24b-33a.

48 Sheppard 1959: 42.

49 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 33a.

50 Depending on the bodily fluid, a Muslim must conduct a ritual cleansing in order to be able to

perform his/her religious rituals - Bousquet 1991:1104; Bosworth 2002: 218-219.

51 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 33a-36b.
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In the fourth trial, which can be considered the most occult, a fight between an

egg, a camel, a hen, a slug and a red cock takes place. All of the characters are

allegories of the different stages of the generation of the philosopher's stone. For

instance, the hen says to the camel that it resembles the dissolution of strengths
and parts.52 Apart from the whitening, the dissolution is one of the most important
processes during the transmutation, a fact which is in accordance with Kitäb al-

Rawda,53 and is mentioned in the Jäbirian corpus as well.54

The outcome of the dispute is not clear due to the confusing and obscure

description of events in the last part of the debate, as well as the messy script of the

copyist. In addition, the last folio of the only extant manuscript is missing. A newer
hand has pencilled the explicit of the book in the margin of the penultimate folio.
Nevertheless, the ruby seems to accord every participant of the trials a part in
the process of synthesising gold - even organic matter and animals are used as

pseudonyms for alchemical substances and principles.55

Curiously, the author refers to all the substances mentioned as stones,

including the minerals, animals and bodily fluids. The Arabic term for stone, hajar,
has been used as a hypernym for minerals in general,56 and yet it appears that
through the usage of the word stone to refer to different minerals and organic
substances, the author is in fact hinting that the philosopher's stone is not actually
a stone. This has been mentioned long before the composition of Mufäkhara, in the
third alchemical book on the making of precious stones by Pseudo-Democritus.57

The real nature of the philosopher's stone must never be revealed, and in accordance

with this tradition, the alchemists spoke about different types of matter,
minerals, plants, and organic substances when referring to the philosopher's
stone. For this reason, all characters are described as stones in the narrative.

With respect to the literary construction, Mufäkhara is composed in prose and

rhymed prose (sa;1) and contains some poetry verses by other authors, such as
al-Ma'arri.58 The dispute is recounted by a neutral third person narrator, who
relays the occurrences of the trials chronologically. Therefore, the narration is
based on a linear plot wherein the narrating time almost coincides with the
narrated time. Only some of the reflections of the ruby and the substances are

52 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 36b-39b.
53 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Be§ir Aga 505, fol. 82b-84b.
54 Jäbir b. Hayyän, Kitäb al-Habib\ 394.

55 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 39b.

56 Ullmann 1972: 95.

57 Martelli 2017: 249.

58 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 36a.
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narrated in time lapses.59 The direct speech between the interlocuters
predominates the narrative. Therefore, the narrator has a minor part of the speech in
the munâzara, mainly used to indicate a changeover from one interlocutor to
another through "it said".60 Only the physical combat between the cock and the

slug is described in more detail by the narrator.61 The same applies to information
on time and spacing. The quarrel between the stones occurs because the ancient
alchemists praised different substances as their philosopher's stone. From this
information it can be assumed that the dispute takes place after the flourishing of
Hellenistic alchemy, but there is no further clear reference to a certain time or place
in the book. The majlis - an assembly hall - is the only location named for the

competition.
With regard to the descriptions of the 27 participating interlocutors, the

narrator provides the reader with very limited information of their outward

appearance, the non- and paraverbal communication between them, as well as

their emotions. Besides the fact that the stones speak, there are some further
indicators that lead one to assume that the characters are human in appearance.
This applies to the following descriptions: "Iron rose on its feet and in its hand was
a sword"62 and "It [sulphur] kissed the hand of gold "63 However, there are no
further details on their clothing, facial features or physique. It is also not possible
to clearly depict the characters of hair and the bodily fluids, as well as the animals.
Do the latter appear as humans or animals in the munäzaral This question can be

raised because of certain descriptions by the narrator, such as: "They embark on
the ruby carrying the cock in a coffin."64

Furthermore, facial descriptions are absolutely absent, with one exception:

"Mercury said in rage, angrily and with an evil face "65 In addition, some non-
and paraverbal descriptions are given, like: "Then, it [iron] turned to copper with
tremendous anger and said ..,"66 and "It [silver] yelled .,."67 Information
transferred through the narrator that deals with emotion concerns the reactions of the

participants, such as: "...it became cheerful (täbat nafsuhu)"68 and "Then,

copper stood up straight and was angry because of what it heard from lead

59 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, e.g. fol. 6a, 33a.

60 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, e.g. fol. 7b, 14a, 12b: Jts.

61 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 38b-39b.

62 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 12b: ^^Ic. ^li ji p,
63 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 32b: J?2.

64 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 39a: IjJû ^ uLJIj ûjâlJI J) IjUaj
65 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 22a: i.iWi* h"-"1** jll JLâa.

66 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 12b: J2 (jiajll J} [dill! :^a] djülll

67 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 15b: .die. j.
68 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 7b: ."Uaii CjjIL.
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regarding its self-praise and its ostentation about itself and its blame for the

others ,.."69

As shown through the latter example, the emotions which are depicted most

prominently in Mufäkhara are anger and rage because of the exchange of insults
between the interlocutors, as well as the exaggerations and hubris of many stones.

This can be observed in examples of verbal combat like: "Shut up! You do not
belong to the praiseworthy. Your tongue has indulged itself in defaming the stones

and in praising yourself."70
The 27 characters represent, as previously mentioned, chemical substances,

allegories, pseudonyms and alchemical principles. Not all of the characters

participate in the debate, like the ruby, whose assignment it is to judge between the
other substances. Some of the other characters also have an advisory function, like
gold and silver, who do not participate in the combat because the aim of all other
substances is, without any question, to become gold or silver.

The interlocutions between the combatants are structured in such a way that
each participant presents its benefits in front of the judge. The following participant

dissents the previously mentioned benefits of its opponent and presents the
weaknesses of his adversary, as well as his own virtues, to the judge. In some cases,

multiple exchanges of speech can appear between two characters, as between lead
and copper.71 It can also be observed that some characters defend others, as when
iron defends lead from the insults of copper.72

The relations between individual participants in the competition are
asymmetric. In general, the more precious a substance, the more respectable its
behaviour. Gold is the most valuable substance and acts as an omniscient teacher
and advisor to the judge. It does not insult others and shows moral character,
unlike other interlocutors.

The arguments cited by the interlocuters are logical from an alchemistical
perspective. This becomes clear, for example, through the above-mentioned
reaction of copper after hearing the self-praise of lead. It insults lead by describing it
as cold and dry in the nature of death, which is an allusion to an alchemistic theory,
or by saying that it becomes damaged by vinegar, which is a chemical fact.73 In
some cases, Qur'än or poetry verses like those of the mystic and alchemist Dhü

69 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 10b:

6JJC- <L«jj A I T'l A % )*tj *_j'' A 'Vi 1 /ja u LIA 1 ' - - " jAj 1 • ajj « ' — 'It

70 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 15b:

.iAiiCi jl •>a,VI ^3 Ulil H. .^.IaII (JaÎ diji Ia3 b"'5. I
71 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 10b-12b.

72 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 13b.

73 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. lia.
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al-Nün are used by the characters to underline their superiority or to verify a

statement.74 However, in Mufäkhara some arguments mentioned are less

convincing, including from the alchemical perspective. For example, the hair
underlines its superiority by saying that humans, who are the noblest of all
animals, have hair. The blood contradicts the hair by replying that a human can live
without hair when becoming older and bald.75 However, the last trial, in which hair
and blood appear, is the most occult and enigmatic part of Mufâkharat al-ahjär.

As indicated through the verbal sparring between lead and copper,
Mufâkharat al-ahjär has a clear didactic function. Information is provided on the

assignment of metals to the planets, alloys and chemical properties (according to
the ancient alchemistic theories). The author of Mufäkhara himself states in the
introduction that he introduces alchemical knowledge by letting the substances

speak for themselves to make it easier for the listener (sämi ') to absorb alchemical
knowledge.76 The didactic function is not atypical for the literary genre of the
munäzara.77 Van Gelder points, for example, to the didactic function of munäzarät,

especially in the munäzara Salwat al-harlf, wrongly attributed to al-Jähiz

(d. December 868 or January 869), through which knowledge about the Galenic

humours and temperaments as well as diseases are transferred.78

Other features ofMufäkharat al-ahjär also belong to the typical characteristics

of a munäzara. This is demonstrated by the mixed use ofprose and rhymed prose in
the book,79 the structure of the plot, and the constellation of its characters.

Multiple characters can take part in a munäzara, which can also include an arbiter,80

like the ruby in Mufäkhara. The inanimate and humanised objects of a munäzara

may present their arguments by turns or declare their superiority in successive

monologs.81 A munäzara can end in different ways: it may be concluded with an

open ending, the declaration of a winner, the reconciliation between the rivals, or
with the arbiter's ascertainment of equivalence between the adversaries.82 The

latter applies to Mufäkhara, where the ruby declares the supremacy of some

substances like silver, gold, lead, and sulphur, but also admits to the significance
of the other participants in the alchemical operation.

74 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 13b, 33b, 38b.

75 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Vehbi 2237, fol. 34a-34b.

76 See page 450 of the present article.

77 Wagner 1962: 456.

78 Van Gelder 2020a.

79 Wagner 1993: 566.

80 Wagner 1962: 439, 441.

81 Wagner 1962: 441-442.

82 Wagner 1962: 441; van Gelder 1987: 330.
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Lastly, Mufäkhara contains some similarities with the famous animal fable of
the Ikhwän al-Safâ' commonly known as The Case of the Animals versus Man before
the King of the Jinn.83 This fable also features a trial, but in this case the animals ask

the king of the jinn to judge whether mankind has the right to rule over and

mistreat them.84 Previous investigations on occult books attributed to Maslama

al-Majriti by Hellmut Ritter,85 Godefroid de Callatay86 and others demonstrate that

they depend to a large degree on the Epistles of the Brethren ofPurity with regard to

style and content. The same applies to Kitâb al-Rawda.

3 The tale of the sage in the cave of the jinn

Kitäb al-Rawda ("The Book of the Garden") is another alchemical work attributed
to Maslama al-Majriti. The author states that he gives the disciples of alchemy an
overview of the most important alchemical theories and concepts through Kitâb al-

Rawda:

The reader should know that I entitled my book 'The Garden' because in it the disciple
explores the science from its beginning until its end, contemplating it and the meanings it
contains, just like the onlooker strolls in a garden.87

Kitâb al-Rawda is preserved in six manuscripts,88 with the oldest of them having
been dated by Fuat Sezgin to the year 756/1355-6.89 Various authors are mentioned
in the manuscripts, such as Maslama al-Majriti, Jäbir b. Hayyän, or the author or

owner {sahib) of Rasä'ilIkhwän al-Safâ', as well as differing titles such as Kitâb al-

Rawda, Kitâb Rawdat al-hadâ'iq wa-riyâd al-haqâ'iqfî l-sinâ'a or Kitâb Rawdat al-

khalâ'iq wa-riyâdat al-haqâ'iq fi l-san 'a al-ilâhiyya wa-l-asrâr al-rabbâniyya, which
is not unusual for alchemical writings.90 Fuat Sezgin attributed Kitâb al-Rawda to

83 Ikhwän al-Safa', The Case of the Animals versus Man before the King of the Jinn.

84 Callatay 2018: 357.

85 Pseudo-Majriti, Das Ziel des Weisen. German version.

86 Callatay/Moureau 2016.

87 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 85b:

j (ûjAI LU (Jjl ^1 [j-aUiJJ ^LuL&II (jV ClA LnjJ <1 [£ jlill -1-ula

88 Alexandria, Maktabat al-Iskandariyya, 1313 b, fol. 23a-25a; Alexandria, Maktabat al-

Iskandariyya, 18626, fol. la-30a; Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 60a-85b,
Kairo, Dar al-Kutub, 45727; Rabat, al-Khizäna al-Hasaniyya, 6250; Yazd, Vaziri Yazd Library, 154

(g8s).
89 Sezgin 1971: 298 (Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Be§ir Aga 505, fol. 60a-85b).
90 See, for example, Carusi 2016.
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the same author as Rutba and Ghäya.91 Indeed, this alchemical work does not
contain any references or other evidence to indicate another authorship. Therefore,

if Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubi is indeed the author of Rutba and Ghâya, as Fierro

suggests, then it is most likely that the book was penned in the 4th/10th century.
Kitâb al-Rawda is divided into twelve chapters, some of which deal with the

different stages of the generation of the philosopher's stone, such as the chapter on
blackening. This chapter contains a narrative about a sage searching for wisdom
and knowledge in a wasteland. During his search, he encounters three brothers in
a cave: a boy, a middle-aged man, and an old man.92 After the old man gives glad
tidings and announces that the sage has reached his goal, all of the brothers claim
to be the oldest and the best of the three, speaking in riddles to the sage, as in the

following example:

Know I am a man of a few years, a child among my brothers! I am the youngest of them, I am
the oldest of them and I am the strongest of them. I remain when my brothers die away. I do

not perish and do not change. I am their lord, their protector and I hold them together. I am
their father and they are my children. I foster them and I hold them together. If I did not exist,
they would become separated.93

The sage tries to understand and starts to think intensively about the brother's
riddles.94 During the interaction, the three brothers go through a metamorphosis:
at first, they become five people, then a four-faced monster with the face of a lion,
the head of a bird and two heads in the form of a sun and a moon. The monster's
lion head informs the astonished sage that they are the children of Sarajîl, a king of
the jinn, and that they are able to transform themselves into anything they wish.
Thereafter they mutate into a marine animal, a Roman woman and a black dog. All
of them mediate alchemical knowledge in enigmatic language to the sage,

whereby the Roman woman represents the stage of the whitening and the black
dog the stage of blackening.95 The black dog brings a goblet in which serpents and

dragons swim. The serpents and dragons start eating each other until one dragon
remains, biting its own tail. It informs the sage that it will remain with the dead

unless a certain substance is added to it. Thereupon, it becomes a high yellow
mountain and a king appears - a symbol for the elaborated philosopher's stone.

91 Sezgin 1971: 298.

92 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Hact Beçir Aga 505, fol. 79b.

93 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Hact Beçir Aga 505, fol. 79b-80a:
ellä -_xj hi ,ôj3 - g ' - 'h Iiij içJb Iiij j», <->i Iiij ùk jj- - — (J^jlji ^jl -!<-1

hi y LpAj liij ,1
'

1 |'|' -I j ^ r-,a'' -, J ,-i A 1j,n lilj yJ J
flAjl V Iji

V.Lapv

94 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Hact Beçir Aga 505, fol. 79b-82b.

95 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Hact Beçir Aga 505, fol. 80b-81b.
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While the sage looks in astonishment at the great and perfect king, the king enters

his nose causing him to sneeze, and thus the sage awakens from his dream. Then,
he demands from a dream reader that his dream be interpreted, but this dream

reader only reveals that the adept made extensive use of a kind of snuff.96

Dreams were considered a medium through which God or other higher powers
would reveal the secrets of alchemy and enlighten honest and worthy disciples
who dedicated their lives to the search for wisdom.97 It is therefore not unusual that
the author of Kitäb al-Rawda, an alchemist, finishes his tale with this nonetheless

unexpected turn.
This tale is clearly an allegorical reflection of the alchemical magnum opus.

Apart from the sage, all of the characters which appear in the narrative represent a

principle of the philosopher's stone, or a certain step in the process of its generation.
The first three brothers are symbols for the three components of the philosopher's
stone: soul, spirit and body. From other explanations in Kitäb al-Rawda, one can
draw the conclusion that the boy stands for the soul, the old man for the spirit, and
the middle-aged man for the body. According to the speculations of the author, the

philosopher's stone is one, but consists of three components,98 a notion somewhat

reminiscent of the Holy Trinity. The brothers, who serve as symbols for the past,

present and future, may also represent a certain notion of wisdom; a wise person
must remember the past in order to understand the present and to have foresight.99

Besides the three brothers, additional figures appear that stand for the raw materials

from which the materiaprima,100 represented in the tale by the four-faced monster, is

generated. The black marine animal is a symbol for the stage of the first blackening,
whereas the Roman woman represents the whitening. After the whitening,
the alchemical substance becomes black again; this is the ultimate stage before the

completion of the philosopher's stone and is represented by the black dog.
The author dedicated the chapter on al-sawâd (the blackening) to this second

blackening because most alchemists thought that their procedure failed when the
beautiful white substance, symbolized by the Roman woman, became black. The

author clarifies that the black colour appears because the substance has not been

perfectly cleaned. It is merely an accident and should disappear after the right
treatment. Therefore, the author admonishes the adepts of alchemy not to despair at

96 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 81b-82b.

97 Lippmann 1919: vol. I, 77.

98 The trinity of the philosopher's stone is transmitted in many alchemical treatises. See, for
example, Jäbir b. Hayyän, Kitäb al-Hajar: 89; Dufault 2015: 233; and Browne 1946:131.

99 For example, see the meaning of boy, middle-aged man and old man in the painting Allegory of
Prudence by Titian, Panofsky 1955:149-150.

100 Olivier Dufault considers the use of the term materia prima by modern historians to describe
the alchemical product of the blackening critically. Dufault 2015: 222.
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the black colour or to behave as the sage in the tale, who becomes afraid of the black
dog.101 The serpent eating its own tail, which appears after the black dog, is named
ouroboros in the ancient Hellenistic writings and is a symbol for the unity of matter.
The symbol can be traced back to ancient primitive religious cults and was therefore

not a symbol restricted to alchemy.102 The earliest references to the ouroboros can be

found in Egypt and date back to the period around 2300 B.C. However, it is highly
possible that it was influenced by other cultures surrounding ancient Egypt. In
Hellenistic alchemical writings, the symbol is often followed by the inscription ev to
näv - hen topan - the One is the All. It represents the cycle ofnature and the dualistic

theory that the separation ofAll is out of the One and that the Allwill finally return to
the One.103 In Kitäb al-Rawda, its primary function is to elucidate that the dead

return to life. This corresponds to the Hellenistic idea that all regeneration ends in a
reversion to the primary state.104 The ouroboros instructs the sage to return his soul

to it so it can be resurrected. The spirit and the soul must both be extracted from the

philosopher's stone in order for each of them to undergo a special purification.
Without being cleansed, the spirit and the soul cannot resurrect the dead body.

The Tale of the Sage in the Cave of the Jinn has a more typical character of an
alchemical dialogue than Mufäkharat al-ahjär due to its construction as a
conversation between an adept of alchemy seeking knowledge and wisdom and the

jinn, who function as transmitters of alchemical secrets. It is based, for the most

part, on a question-answer structure and is reminiscent of the dialogue between

Zosimos and Theosebeia in Mushaf al-suwar. Other examples of this kind of
alchemical interlocution appear in several alchemical treatises attributed to IChälid

b. Yazid.105 Furthermore, the interlocution is interrupted by a longer explanation
on the second blackening by the author of the book.106

The tale is narrated in prose and is based on a linear plot, like Mufäkhara, where

the narrating time of the tale corresponds with the narrated time. It does not contain

specific information about the time and place of the interlocution between the sage

and the jinn apart from a wasteland and a cave on a mountain, yet the tale provides

some hints alluding to certain locations. The boy reveals to the sage that his father
built a temple in Ansina for him and his brothers, in which he depicted the symbols

of the brothers, the sciences and the secrets. The word barbä (temple), derived from

the Coptic p'erpe, refers specifically to the temples of the ancient Egyptians.107 It can

101 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 81b-82a.

102 Sheppard 1962: 83.

103 Sheppard 1962: 91-94; see also Van der Sluijs/Peratt 2009.

104 Sheppard 1962: 94.

105 For example, see Masâ'il Khâlid li-Maryänus al-rähib, Forster 2016b.

106 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 81b-82a.

107 Siggel 1951:19.
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also be found in the Ghäyat al-hakim which is attributed to Maslama al-Majriti,
too.108 The old city of Ansina or Antinopolis was built in Roman times on the site of
an ancient Egyptian village. Zosimos of Panopolis suggested in his alchemical

writings that the hieroglyphs found at historical sites of the ancient Egyptians
contain alchemical knowledge and secrets;109 the chapter on the blackening clearly
demonstrates that its author presumes this as well.

Finally, the father mentioned by the brothers is most probably Hermes, who

was considered the founder of alchemy.110

The tale is narrated by a neutral third-person who provides more detailed
information about the appearance of the interlocuters and their actions than the

recounter ofMufâkharat al-ahjâr, even though direct speech predominates here as

well. The narrator transfers clear descriptions of the characters, such as the four-
faced monster: "... the five [persons] became a black, glossy one of a disfigured
shape with four faces: the faces of a lion and a bird, an image of a sun and an image
of a moon."111 However, the narrator does not mention any non- or paraverbal
communication between the participants of the dialogue.

Nine characters take part in the dialogue, but several of them are different
incarnations of the jinn. Other characters, like the king or the dream reader are

mentioned in the tale but are not granted with direct speech. The jinn know the

secrets of alchemy but transfer them to the sage in riddles; this can also be observed

in other alchemical interlocutions, such as Mushafal-suwar, for example. Within the

answers of the jinn there appears only one reference to an authority in an expression
attributed to Socrates.112 The function of the interlocution in Kitäb al-Rawda is to

create a thought-provoking impulse in the reader to solve the enigmatic language of
alchemical treatises. Furthermore, several pseudonyms are mentioned within the

answers of the jinn. One of the jinn in the form of a middle-aged man informs the

sage that he received pseudonyms from previous alchemists, such as water of the

white rose and sea of sciences.113 Since the characters, apart from the sage and the
dream reader, are representations of different steps in the alchemical operation or
alchemical principles, the reader is able to classify those pseudonyms.

With regard to the emotions displayed throughout the tale, it can be noted that

they are different from those in Mufäkhara, where multiple anthropomorphic

108 Pseudo-Majriti, Das Ziel des Weisen. Arabic text: 2.

109 Lippmann 1919: vol. I, 76.

110 Lippmann 1919: vol. I, 56.

111 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 80b:
Sjj ^jUa (jdjj JuB Aaj .ajyj 4jt_: ji aJ tAaiàJl oytLa y J^ujî 1^.1 j '

'-J A ,iLaà 11 I jjL^a jl
üjjLäj

112 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 81a.

113 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 80b.
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characters compete with each other, inciting emotions of rage and fury. The

dialogue of the Tale of the Sage, on the other hand, is a conversation between a sage

seeking wisdom from the inhabitants of the cave, and the cave dwellers
themselves. As such, the speech of the cave dwellers is longer than that of the sage, who
is mostly asking for more information and explanations. The inhabitants do not
reveal their secrets in a straightforward manner to the sage, but rather make use of
riddles, as mentioned previously. Accordingly, the emotions displayed by the sage

are astonishment and desperation. The interlocutors of the Tale of the Sage treat
each other politely, but the interlocution grows somewhat harsher when the four-
faced monster urinates on the sage. The sage tries to defend himself by throwing
something at the monster, who then calls him ignorant. The sage responds to this

allegation by saying: "0 Sir, I am searching for the secrets of knowledge and I do

not know them. If I knew them then I would not search for them."114 According to
Rutbat al-hakim, urine is a codename for the first substance that is separated from
the philosopher's stone,115 and could represent the maghnlsiyä', the materia prima
of the philosopher's stone, as mentioned by Ibn Umayl (fl. 4th/10th century).116

Another important emotion depicted in the tale is fear. Fear certainly arises after
the sage comes to know that the inhabitants of the cave are jinn and they transform
into a four-faced monster. Fear resurfaces when the Roman woman transforms
herself into a black dog.

This black dog, who holds the goblet in which serpents and dragons swim, is

presented in a drawing in Kitâb al-Aqâlîm al-sab'a (The Book of Seven Climes),

ascribed to al-SimäwI. The same applies to the many-faced monster and the
ouroboros.

A-*IRsjS

Dog and Ouroboros, Ouroboros, many-faced monster, Gotha Research Library of the University
of Erfurt, Ms. orient. A1261, fol. 8b, 6a, 19b.

&Ä&4 *

114 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 81a.

115 Al-Qurtubî, The Book of the Rank of the Sage: 55.

116 Siggel 1951: 27.
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Al-SImäw! lived after the occult works attributed to Maslama al-Majriti had

already been composed, but he relied on similar sources. As Marcel Marée and

Bink Hallum have stated, many of the drawings in Kitäb al-Aqälim are strongly
connected to those in Mushafal-suwar, which is attributed to Zosimos.117 In regard
to their content, Kitäb al-Rawda and Rutbat al-hakim and Ghäyat al-hakim are also

heavily derived from Mushaf al-suwar.118

4 The Narrative of the sage hunter and the teacher

Al-Simäwi (someone who practices sîmiyâ' - white magic or natural magic)119 is

the designation of Abü 1-Qäsim Ahmad ihn Muhammad al-Trâqï, who flourished
in the 7th/13th century. His masterpiece is Kitäb al-'Ilm al-muktasab fizirä'at al-

dhahab ("The Book of Knowledge Acquired Concerning the Cultivation of
Gold").120 His Kitäb al-Aqälim al-sab'a ("The Book of the Seven Climes") is also

considered an immensely significant book, but as to whether the book was

actually penned by al-Sïmâwî remains quite a controversial topic.121 It contains

copies of ancient Egyptian illustrations through which authentic hieroglyphic
texts are delivered to the present time.122 At the present day, the book is preserved
in several manuscripts,123 of which the manuscript of the Gotha Research Library
has been used for the following analysis. In the prologue of Kitäb al-Aqälim al-

sab'a, al-Simäwi writes that earlier alchemists did not mention in their books or
didactic writings the specific knowledge a beginner needs to access alchemy. To

address this, he presents pictures through which the disciple can understand the

hidden meanings of the alchemists' symbols and analogies.124 In regard to one of his

drawings of the ouroboros, al-Simäwi mentions that this symbol can be found on a

golden table at the head of a mummy in the pyramids.125 This is but one example of

117 Marée/Hallum 2016.

118 Abt 2016:18-19.
119 For more information on simiyä' and its signification, see Coullaut Cordero 2010 and Pielow

2019, especially the chapter 'Ilm as-simiyä' und die Bedeutung der Gottesnamen, pages 348-356.
120 Ullmann 1972: 235.

121 Ullmann 1972: 237.

122 Marée/Hallum 2016. For further information on the importance ofancient Egypt for the occult
sciences, see Toral-Niehoff/Sundermeyer 2018.

123 See, for example, Cairo, Sultaniyya Library, V. 276; London, British Library, Add. 25,724

(Holmyard 1926: 403) or Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 3b-39a.
124 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A1261, fol. 5a.

125 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A1261, fol. 25a.
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the many images that were inspired by ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs. As an
introduction to the enigmatic allegories and analogies of alchemy, he transmits pseu-

depigraphic quotes and lore from Hellenistic alchemists and Greek philosophers,
such as Hermes,126 Maria the Copt,127 Plato128 and Aristotle.129 The pictures are often

followed by explanatory, yet enigmatic tales and parables. For example, folio 30a

depicts an alchemical procedure.

The alchemist, Gotha Research Library of the University of Erfurt,

Ms. orient. A1261, fol. 30b.

It is explained in the following dialogue: 130

Ld '
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The instructor said: "Whilst I was terrorised

by your similes, I watched as it appeared from
the middle of the closed cistern and became

audible. Do you know, 0 sage hunter, you
whose propagation of sterility raises you
proudly above the other hunters, what has

turned this climate black? And who has made

it dark as night?"

.jdti V lûlii I said: "I don't know".

126 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 8b.

127 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 15a.

128 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 15b.

129 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 23b.

130 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A1261, fol. 29b.

131 In MS Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 29b: hädhihi.
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(JiuiVl J LaI jj-I« Jc-Yl Jji ^JcA uJlâà

IajJj .(J*£j 4_iâ Jlxilj (JjxLa JàtuAlJ

jV jsyi 132!AA J ^lkii
J*! L-llijli 4(JaiAjoi1I C fl >/•> JaÜI

^jJUAIIIJ jXjJall 4 âjm^Al (jj^S

£JJJJJ 4_jY Jj|j (J;Aâ (jC- L-SJJOI^II ÔAAJ

#l£U UAIuiYI

jxAii 133IAA (ja ji y L •diiâè

Jj çajiLu 4-aUail (jl tVnh ^âj ,t—àjLk

^^a]! oj^ÜJ tiüAj l^jâ JA JSâ SJÂYI

J jjc. (Ja |J^â! ;i"Aâa

?Jjäj V uijc. JA j»I JjJj

<?> _j^tj ô^)j,é-^ ô-^a^ <11jj ûjLû jJ Jliâ

t JOJOIJJ JAÂIIJ (J^O t Lu&Jj ûjjaI

(Jjjjj (j-aLnll Jj <K (Ja.j Jâj - Alijj
>L^alJC-Y1 <1*A|

tdjj tilia ^»î till jl (_)jjj (jÂ^liài J dAââ

ÇLAILuj (jjj

CiaIc. J Ja (^UjjÔ : Jliâ

JcA ^UAl <L-aljAJ J<AJ JInoj

JlAâ JJÄJI ^JatÜll

.^LuiaII .IAJ <JJa J jlJ ^Ull £AJüi
Lôls

He said: "Know that the superlunar directs

the sublunar! The sublunar gets affected and

the superlunar affects it. Darkness has come
to this clime only because the moon
overshadows the sun. So, the nature of its peoples

and their descendants was changed
because the eclipse is in the nature and the

touch. This eclipse will shortly perish
because it alters rapidly."

I said: "0 voice, I am afraid of the eclipse. I

thought that the resurrection is near and that
the time has come to cross over to the afterlife,
and this through the power of the Subsisting
and the Living134." I said: "Tell me! Will it
perish quickly or is it an accident that does not
alter?"

He said to me: "The time for its perishing is as

long as the time of its appearance. <?> therefore,

its actions congeal, and Saturn is
uncovered by the Moon and leaves. The whole
clime of Saturn turns white as the cause
perishes, and the accidents135 appear."

I said to him: "Is something else necessary
for your treatment or is your healing from

yourself and through yourself?"

He said: "My recovery is from myself and

through myself if you know my nature and

my requirements, yet, only in cooperation
with the righteous judge."

When the judge heard this, he became more
ecstatic due to the sword's blade.

132 In MS Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 29b: hädhihi.

133 In MS Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 29b: hädhihi.

134 Two of the so-called most beautiful names of God {asmä' Alläh al-husnâ).

135 The accidents according to Greek philosophy are meant here.
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L-ltc.J céUH ^l£â

J^Jâj çJj cJ^-j (^c'' téiîâil juAJ
f^ya^. C_jA3j ç.L-ialj ^Jaj ^alâ^l

.LT^J

o^j (jjj^ (J^-J sJJ^ •L-sji^ii jia
Aï S^jVl ç.U-û*Jl <c. jäil 4jA|

ôAl -1A AÏJ ùxj (J-SJJI

lîjâ. ic. jiill
^Jal 15à ÛÀA 5jj, .-,11 : sA j ^ Lia')

fJä) .cl^ü f^j -^-"J Ù-® J-0*^

^pajVl A^la jjSÎ '-jjljdl

CJ jl&La

Therefore, he rose and transformed me into
his two moons. The moon appeared and it set

by the superiority of sphere; I refer to Saturn,
it did not appear, and the clime shone and
illuminated. The accidental blackness
vanished and passed.

The voice said: "A picture of a man whose

colour is blue, in his hands is the first blind
flask. The compound became white after the
blackness. He reached out his hand and

restrained the head of the flask, frightened by
the intensity of the heat.136 Under it is the fire
of a candle and behind this image [the

following] letters: This is the clime of the Moon
from the middle of the clime of Saturn. It
appeared, but the Moon's clime is dominant
because his dominion is near to the

earth ,.."137

This dialogue is dedicated to the appearance of the clime of Saturn. The Arabic
word iqllm for clime, is derived from the Greek KÀlpa (1klima) and usually describes a

terrestrial belt in classical Arabic texts. Arabic-writing scientists relied on

Claudius Ptolemy and divided the world from the North Pole to the equator into

seven climes.138 The names of the planets were used by alchemists to refer to
metals.139 Saturn represented, according to this nomenclature, lead - a dark-

coloured base metal. However, the appearance of the clime of Saturn signals to the

reader the blackening process of the alchemical substance. This blackening is also

an important theme of the Tale of the Sage in the Cave of the Jinn, treated in the

previous section. Al-SImäwi compares the blackness of the clime or alchemical

substance with the solar eclipse and describes it as an accidental quality, just like
the author does in Kitäb al-Rawda.U0 This characteristic of the blackness is the

reason for its rapid disappearance.

136 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 29b.

137 Gotha, Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1261, fol. 30a.

138 Miquel 1986:1076-1078.

139 Ullmann 1972: 267.

140 Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Haci Be§ir Aga 505, fol. 82a.
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In general, the rise of the clime of Saturn is described by al-Simäwi in an
obscure manner, and it is therefore not evident whom or what the characters of
this narrative represent. Three characters appear in the narrative: an instructor
or teacher (al-mufïd), addressed also with al-hätif (voice); a character who is

cynically called sage hunter by the teacher (al-sä 'id al-hakim) and by whom the

dialogue is narrated in a first-person perspective; and finally, an impartial
judge who does not participate in the dialogue. The interlocution is therefore a

bilateral dialogue. Based on his statement that he recovers through himself and

by himself, the teacher seems to be an anthropomorphic representation of the

philosopher's stone. This principle of the unity of the philosopher's stone is a crucial

principle in alchemy.141 It signifies that the philosopher's stone can be led to

completion only through itself and by itself, without the addition of any external

ingredients. The sage hunter, or first-person narrator, seems to be an alchemist or a

student of alchemy, but his identity cannot be clearly determined, as he goes on to

say that the judge transformed him into his two moons. Similarly, the character of
the judge is rather obscure, and his identity is also unknown.

When the teacher mentions the eclipse that takes place during the dialogue,
the sage hunter is prompted to confess his fear that it is an indication of death

approaching. In addition to the principle of the unity of the philosopher's stone,
the theme of resurrection appears often in alchemical writings like Kitäb al-
Rawda142 and is generally a medium through which the spiritual aspect of alchemy
is reflected.143 Before reaching completion, the philosopher's stone must be

purified from its sins and has to suffer a metaphorical death. Afterwards, the stone is

resurrected by its cleansed components.
With regard to the literary construction of the dialogue, it is written in rhymed

prose (saj ') and does not contain specific information on the setting of the tale. As

in the previous extracts from alchemical writings, the narrating time coincides with
the narrated time, and direct speech predominates.

The first-person narrator, the hunter, mostly indicates the changeover between
the interlocuters and only describes the actions of the judge. Descriptions of the

characters, their non- and paraverbal communication, their facial expressions and
their emotions are completely absent. From the direct speech very little information
about emotions can be extracted, such as the hunter's fear of death, or the ecstasy of
the judge upon hearing the conversation between the teacher and the hunter.

The dialogue between the teacher and the hunter is structured as a typical
question-answer interlocution, but begins with the teacher asking the hunter as to

141 Lippmann 1919: vol. I, 343.

142 Istanbul, Siileymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 82a.

143 Lippmann 1919: vol. I, 287.
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whether or not he knows what turned the climate black. All arguments mentioned in
the answers of the teacher are logical from an alchemical perspective but are also

very obscure. Due to this obscurity, a specific function of the dialogue, apart from
being an explanation for the picture illustrated on folio 30a, cannot be identified.

The bilateral dialogue ends with a description of the image illustrated above
and is followed by the explanation which, according to Kitäb al-Aqällm, was
written in the background of the original image and was copied by al-Simâwï. This
short extract from the Kitäb al-Aqälim clearly shows the extent of the occult and

enigmatic character of Arabic alchemy. This is further demonstrated in the

following poem.

5 The poem of seventy verses

The alchemical poem al-Qasïda al-sab'ïniyya, can be found in a collection of
alchemical texts preserved at the Gotha Research Library.144 The poem must have

been composed after the 12th century, as it references Shark al-Shudhür - a

commentary on Shudhür al-dhahab ("Shards of Gold") of Ibn Arfa' Ra's (fl. 6th/12th
century).145 There exist various commentaries with the same title on Shudhür al-

dhahab, the earliest of them composed by Ibn Arfa' Ra's himself in the 12th century.146

Since the anonymous author of the poem does not provide further information on the
mentioned commentary, it is not possible to establish a more accurate date for the

composition of the poem than the period after the 12th century. The dialogue of the

poem takes place between a master of alchemy - who refers to himself as khabïr

dhukür ("an expert among men") and a sharp minded zabya - a gazelle.

The qasida is divided into five parts: a prologue and four chapters about
alchemical techniques: (1) "The First Sympathetic Composition" (al-Tarkib al-
awwal al-mushârik); (2) "Loss and Separation" (al-Naqs wa-1-tafsïl); (3) "The Second

Composition, Which Is the First" (al-Tarkib al-thäni wa-huwa al-awwal); and
(4) "The Reanimation of the Dead, Which Is the Solidification" (Ihyä' al-mawtä wa-
huwa al-tajmïd). The last part also forms the epilogue of the poem. The narrator
provides some recommendations in the prologue. For example, he advises adepts
who have studied the books of Jäbir b. Hayyän, Ibn Wahshiyya (called Najl
Wahshiyya in the poem, najl being a synonym of ibn, son) and other important

144 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A1257, fol. 75a-76b.

145 For more information see Todd 2016.

146 Ullmann 1972: 232; see also Forster/Müller 2020, especially the chapter "Hall mushkilät al-

Shudhür", pages 376-379.
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Arabic-writing alchemists, to also consider the older books of alchemy, so that they
might understand the enigmatic language of the alchemists:

j lSÜ'3^ •. '*^ Cy JJA <c$lc. ^1*11 i_iiUa U

0 seeker after knowledge, encircled by the books of al-Räzi, by the commentary

to the Shudhür

j.jùiJi ullj (JjVl a -uia.j t_l>j 3

by those of Jâbir b. Hayyân, Ibn Wahshiyya, and that of Khälid I.147

jjjäJI JUJ ^ dial! L5J11 ',i&ilj uLlc.

You have to consider the books which were composed in ancient times so that

you obtain magnificence ,148

The ancient books mentioned here are a reference to the Hellenistic alchemists,
whose important writings provided the only true information on the transmutation
of base metals into gold and silver.

Thereafter, in the part of The First Contributing Composition, the narrator
reports that a zabya came to him asking well-considered questions:

jj âa II ~ 7" " ' ' Ij Yljja. 1 MV. Jlud

A gazelle asks about our science, a question of sharpness, charmingly phrased

jy i"'V' j ~. c V1. ^

11 J ^dill (jbf JÜ J

The secret became clear in her face with a cheerful understanding and well-

meaning awareness
Ai c5juwijllj Cda

1 said: Ask, be parsimonious with your questions and request, you gained an

expert among men ,149

It seems that the poem is a classical interlocution between a master of alchemy and

his disciple. With regard to the disciple - the gazelle - some commentary is in order.

Edward William Lane noted in his Arabic-English lexicon that the word zabya was
used in classical Arabic poetry to refer to beautiful women.150 Yet it is possible that
this character is a personified gazelle, as personified animals are not a rarity in

147 According to the Arabic alchemical tradition, the Umayyad prince Khälid b. Yazid was the first
Arab alchemist. Forster 2016a: 15-16. For his works, see the contribution by Marion Dapsens in the

present volume.

148 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 75a.

149 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 75a.

150 Lane 1968: vol. V, 1908-1909.
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alchemical treatises.151 On the other hand, the gazelle may represent the substance

that reanimates the earth - a symbol for the body of the philosopher's stone:

jyn <CLoj (jtajJJ] UÄJ ^^11 Cjlli

.She said: I am that through which the Earth comes to life and through which
it illuminates.152

The gazelle asks the master several questions about chemicals and the equipment
used by alchemists. The direct speech of the gazelle is introduced by qâlat ("she

said") and the direct speech of the master by qultu ("I said"). Both are applied
throughout the whole poem, as in the following verses:

j j, .all ä jjc. La Aj dllli

She said: What did they mean with the salt? I said: The salt of the sea, the sea of
the rocks.

JjJÏll ^ -IC-L-a ^la " 'l°a '!-0 J Laj dllli

She said: And what is the rock and its sea? I said: The climbing salt in the
cauldrons.153

In the third part, Loss and Separation, the gazelle asks about the eternal water, the

sublimation of sulphur and liquids:

j aJall 4 l ** ill a

She said: Must their sulphur, to be sublimated, must it happen by fire of the

bird's breeding?

jjjj (jLkjj j'läaj dllâ ^ dllli aJaj " 'La

I said: Yes. She said: Explain it to me! I said: The vapour and fume of the oven.154

The separation in alchemical writings usually refers to the division of the

philosopher's stone into its constituent parts, which must be cleansed through
alchemical procedures. The fire of the bird's breeding also appears frequently in
alchemical writing and refers to the creation of a living thing. The eternal water,
which is also mentioned by the gazelle in this part, is a substance which
reanimates the philosopher's stone at the end of the process. It has been discussed in

151 See, for example, the chapter on the Tale ofthe Sage in the Cave oftheJinn in the present article.

152 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 75b.

153 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 75b.

154 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 75b.
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alchemical works in Greek as well as in Arabic under several names: the water of
life (mä' hayät), divine water (mä' ilâhî), eternal water (mä' khälid), sulphur water

(ma' kibrïtî), and pure water (mä' khälis).155

As it becomes clear from the verses mentioned above, al-Qasida al-sab'lniyya
is a typical alchemical poem written in symbolic allusions and enigmatic
formulations, which is why the gazelle complains:

j « Isj IjLft «Uli Cjlls

She said: God forbid. What did he complete? An explanation and inspiration
by the psalm?

JJÀS Jlt-j. • mS Lo j jjjc. jU*ll I j •
" ~'°a

I said: This knowledge is noble, and I am not being vainglorious towards you.156

Hence, the gazelle continues to ask the master about the secrets of alchemy in the

fourth part, The Second Composition, Which Is the First. She aspires to know how to

solidify the spirits and souls, and how to bring the dye into the body of the

philosopher's stone, which should turn white:

jju 1 Al.-j ôl Jill ^ifl-,11 ùju t_>«jijll] j;' .-I"• J$3 CJU

She said: Will they [the souls and the spirits] bear up after the heat in the fire if
the oven melts them?

jjUûâl! ^G^YI Cûjjj 1^ä.IjjI rUli Jj ' - ja
I said: No indeed! Their spirits shall come to an end and their bodies will
become fixed and those are the shells.

jjj Ajâ Lû Jjïll Ii clilâ IajLoiS J^pJl Ja dilla

She said: Will the burning corrupt them? I said: Yes. This saying is without
falsehood.157

This part deals with the recompositing and dyeing of the philosopher's stone and

contains, among other topics, a reference to the mystical milk of virgins (albân al-
'adhârî).158 Traditionally, in the phase of the second composition the artificial
elements (arkän) produced through the remixture of extracted and isolated natures

(warmth, coldness, moisture, dryness) are united in order to produce the elixir.159

155 For more information on the eternal water, see Martelli 2009.
156 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A1257, fol. 76a.

157 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 76a.

158 Lippmann 1919: vol. I, 320-321.

159 Todd 2016:125.
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The poem ends in the fifth part, The Reanimation of the Dead, Which Is the

Solidification, with the enlightenment of the gazelle - who puts a crown on her

head - and the reanimation of the dead substance. The poem is concluded by the

following verse:

^ j'nill Jji (ja 4 ', >ia 4.11 JaäJI

Thank God for his benefaction from the first beginning until the Day of
Resurrection.160

The dead substance is reanimated through the return of the purified components of
the philosopher's stone, a procedure also referred to as the solidification of the

stone. Upon completion, the gold rises, which is alluded to in the poem through a

reference to sunlight.161 In the last verse, the resurrection theme returns in the final
purification of the stone from its sins; consequently, the stone is transmuted into
eternal gold. Furthermore, the coronation of the gazelle is reminiscent of the long
who appears at the end of the Tale of the Sage in the Cave of the Jinn. This royal
element can be found in various Arabic alchemical writings.162

Al-Qasida al-sab'ïniyya can be categorized as an allegorical poem of
alchemy163 and within the genre of Arabic didactic poetry, which flourished

especially after the decline of the 'Abbâsid empire.164 There does not exist an
Arabic term for this genre in classical Arabic literature,165 most likely due to a lack

of interest by literary theorists and critics in medieval times.166 The function of
didactic poetry is to transfer knowledge of a specific science or field in an easier,
memorisable way. Van Gelder suggests this genre be termed didactic verse rather
than didactic poetry because it generally does not aim to fulfil poetic or aesthetic

pretensions.167 He points to the existence of poems that are stringently didactic,
those that are didactic and literary, and those that are primarily literary and only to

some extent didactic, and holds that there are no clear dividing-lines between

160 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A1257, fol. 76b.

161 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 76b.

162 See, for example, Von Lippmann 1919: vol. I, 8; Sezgin 1971:51, Vereno 1992:185; or Istanbul,

Süleymaniye, Haci Beçir Aga 505, fol. 82a-83b.

163 Not all alchemical texts are allegorical, as shown by Syed Nomanul Haq, who provides a

classification of alchemical writings, Nomanul Haq 2007: 653.

164 Van Gelder 2011. For more information on Arabic didactic poetry, see Ulmann 1966 and

Endress 1987.

165 Van Gelder 1995:104.

166 Van Gelder 1995: 111.

167 Van Gelder 2011.
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these different modes.168 The aforementioned dlwän of alchemical verse, Shudhür

al-dhahab of Ibn Arfa' Ra's, is actually appreciated for its poetic quality and can

even be enjoyed by those who are not able to extract the alchemical information
from it.169

Though it does not have the typical shape of the strictly didactic verse170 due to

its composition as a dialogue and its enigmatic character, it still retains a clear

didactic function. The qasida consists of seventy verses, all ending with the rhyme
letter râ'. As can be observed in the other three examples of alchemical writings,
the qasida does not contain specific information about space or time. Like the

previous dialogue, the interlocution appearing in the poem is bilateral and
the occurrences of it are based on a linear plot recounted by a first-person narrator.
The narrating time coincides with the narrated time and direct speech
predominates. The narrator does not provide any information concerning the outward

appearance of the characters or their facial expressions except for the sentence,
"The secret became clear in her face ,.."171 The same is true for the non- and

paraverbal communication between the interlocutors. The relationship between
the characters is asymmetric with regard to the alchemical knowledge. The khabir
dhukür (the expert among men) transmits the secrets of alchemy to the wisdom-
seeking gazelle, which is why her desperation in not understanding the obscure

answers of her teacher is the only emotion portrayed in the poem. Besides the

prologue and epilogue, the interlocution is structured in questions and answers,
the latter based on logical, yet enigmatic arguments.

6 Conclusion

The four interlocutions presented in this paper, taken from different books and
written by different authors, demonstrate the diversity of dialogues appearing in
alchemical writings of the Islamicate world. This diversity is especially related to
the text type, the literary construction, and the characters: Mufäkharat al-ahjär
belongs to the literary genre munâzara and is written in prose and rhymed prose;
the dialogue extracted from a chapter of Kitâb al-Rawda appears within an ordinary

alchemical scientific text and is written in prose; the interlocution extracted
from Kitâb al-Aqâlim al-sab'a, which is a collocation of allegorical descriptions for
perceived pictures of the alchemical operation, is composed in rhymed prose; and

168 Van Gelder 1995: 111.

169 Todd 2016:118,121.
170 For example, see the Alfiyya of Ibn Mälik, van Gelder 1995:109.
171 Gotha, Gotha Research Library, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 75a.
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al-Qasida al-sab'lniyya should be considered a poem belonging to the genre of
didactic verse. The interlocutions of the Narrative of the Sage Hunter and the

Teacher and al-Qasida al-sab'iniyya are bilateral, whereas multiple characters

participate in the interlocutions of the other two texts.
Since the dialogues of these examples - apart from Mufâkhara - occur

between an adept of alchemy and a teacher, or several characters who have the
function of a teacher, they are mostly structured in questions and answers. The

answers given by the teachers are enigmatic and obscure but based on logical
reasoning from an alchemical perspective. Mufâkhara is structured in theses and
antitheses that are also mostly based on logical reasoning, but the characters use

some verses of the Qur'än and statements by authorities to justify their statements.
The dialogues are also narrated through different perspectives: Mufâkharat al-

ahjâr and the Tale of the Sage in the Cave of the Jinn are narrated by neutral third-

person narrators, whereas the extract from Kitâb al-Aqâlïm al-sab'a and al-Qasida

al-sab'iniyya are moderated by first-person narrators. Despite this diversity, there

are similarities in the literary constitution of these dialogues. The plotline of all
dialogues is linear, the narrating time mostly corresponds to the narrated time,
time and place do not seem to be significant, and direct speech predominates in all
examples; only the most important events and actions are mentioned by the

narrators. Symptomatically, non- and paraverbal communication, facial expressions,

and the outward appearance of characters are described only rarely. The

function of the narrator is in many cases limited to the announcement of
changeovers of speech from one character to another, with the exception of the
Tale of the Sage in the Cave of the Jinn, where the narrator provides comparatively
more descriptions of the actions and physical traits of the characters.

While emotions are rarely described by the narrator, these details can be

gleaned from the direct speech. The prevailing emotions in these texts are anger,
fear, desperation and disillusion. Irritation and anger are certainly relevant for

Mufâkhara, whereas fear, disillusion and desperation are more important for the

typical tutorial dialogue between a disciple and his teacher in the Tale of the Sage,

the Narrative of the Sage Hunter and the alchemical poem. These emotions

represent the desperation of adepts who are struggling to gain access to the hidden

meanings of alchemical treatises.

The characters that act and participate in the dialogues also vary. All of the
characters in Mufâkhara are anthropomorphic representations of minerals,
organic matter and animals, as well as different stages in the transmutation ofbase

metals into gold or silver. The characters of the Tale of the Sage - excluding the

sage himself and the dream reader - are also anthropomorphic, but represent

stages in the alchemical process and the three components of the philosopher's
stone. The dialogue appearing in Kitâb al-Aqâlïm is rather obscure, making it
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impossible to determine with any certainty whether or not the interlocutors are a

disciple of alchemy and an allegorical representation of the stage of the
blackening. The same applies to the alchemical poem, which contains a dialogue
between a teacher and a gazelle (zabya). Apart from Mufäkhara, all of the

interlocutions share the motif of a disciple thirsty for knowledge. In the Tale of the

Sage and the dialogue taken from Kitäb al-Aqälim, these teachers are allegorical
representations of different steps of the alchemical operation, while the teacher in
the alchemical poem seems rather to be a human. This constellation of characters

is typical for alchemical dialogues. A similar situation is found in Mushafal-suwar,
in which Zosimos is instructing his disciple Theosebeia in alchemy. Certainly, the
behaviour of the zabya in the poem reminds one of the complaints Theosebeia

directs towards her teacher Zosimos, who speaks in riddles.172 In the case of
Mufäkhara, the interlocuters do not search for knowledge, but compete with each

other. Therefore, it does not feature a disciple, but an advisor embodied by an

omniscient representation of gold. In general, the relations between the
interlocutors in all the dialogues are asymmetric regarding their alchemical

knowledge.
It is important to note that the concerns and functions of the interlocutions are

different. Besides Mufäkhara, which focuses on transferring factual knowledge
about minerals, all of the dialogues aim to provide a resource through which the

disciples can decipher symbols, allegories, and analogies used by earlier alchemists,

and to encourage the reader to attempt to unravel riddles.
These examples demonstrate that Arabic-writing alchemists did not eschew

using literary methods in many different ways to transmit their knowledge to

inquisitively-minded adepts.
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